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Abstract

Mass transfer systems based on electrokinetic phenomena (i.e., capillary electrochromatography (CEC)) have shown
practical potential in becoming powerful separation methods for the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries. A
mathematical model has been constructed and solved to describe quantitatively the profiles of the electrostatic potential,
pressure, and velocity of the electroosmotic flow (EOF) in charged cylindrical capillaries and in capillary columns packed
with charged particles. The results obtained from model simulations (i) provide significant physical insight and
understanding with regard to the velocity profile of the EOF in capillary columns packed with charged porous particles
which represent systems employed in CEC, (ii) provide the physical explanation for the experimental results which indicate
that the velocity of the EOF in capillary columns packed with charged porous particles is a very weak function (it is almost
independent) of the diameter of the particles, and (iii) indicate that the intraparticle velocity, v , of the EOF can be greaterp,i

than zero. The intraparticle Peclet number, Pe , for lysozyme was found to be greater than unity and this intraparticleint rap

convective mass transfer mechanism could contribute significantly, if the appropriate chemistry is employed in the mobile
liquid phase and in the charged porous particles, in (a) decreasing the intraparticle mass transfer resistance, (b) decreasing the
dispersive mass transfer effects, and (c) increasing the intraparticle mass transfer rates so that high column efficiency and
resolution can be obtained. Furthermore, the results from model simulations indicate that for a given operationally
permissible value of the applied electric potential difference per unit length, E , high values for the average velocity of thex

EOF can be obtained if (1) the zeta potential, z , at the surface of the particles packed in the column has a large negativep

magnitude, (2) the value of the viscosity, m, of the mobile liquid phase is low, (3) the magnitude of the dielectric constant, ´,
of the mobile liquid phase is reasonably large, and (4) the combination of the values of the concentration, C , of the`

electrolyte and of the dielectric constant, ´, provide a thin double layer. The theoretical results for the velocity of the EOF
obtained from the solution of the model presented in this work were compared with the experimental values of the velocity
of the EOF obtained from a fused-silica column packed with charged porous silica C particles. Systems with four different8

particle diameters and three different concentrations of the electrolyte were considered, and the magnitude of the electric
field was varied widely. The agreement between theory and experiment was found to be good.  2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction these small size particles provide smaller mass
transfer resistance and higher column efficiency.

In high-performance liquid chromatography Furthermore, it appears that CEC could have the
(HPLC) a liquid is driven through a packed bed by potential to be implemented into miniaturized sys-
the application of a hydrostatic pressure, while in tems (K.K. Unger, private communication, 1998) of
capillary electrochromatography (CEC) a potential high throughput, resolution, speed, sensitivity, and
difference (an electric field) across the length of the precision; these miniaturized systems could allow
column is used to drive the mobile liquid phase one in the pharmaceutical and chemical industries to
through a packed bed by electroosmotic flow (EOF) analyze more than ten thousand compounds out of
[1–9]. The method of CEC uses packed fused-silica complex natural or synthetic mixtures per day at a
capillaries and modified capillary electrophoresis concentration level of femtomole per liter and lower.
(CE) equipment, and therefore, one could consider In order to evaluate and exploit properly the
that CEC is a hybrid separation method of CE and potential of CEC, one would have to have a scientific
Micro-HPLC [7,8]. The fused-silica capillaries have understanding of the flow profile of EOF in the
inside diameters of 50–100 mm and are packed with interstitial channels of bulk flow in packed beds as
HPLC stationary phases. The motion of the liquid well as in the intraparticle pores of the porous
under electroosmotic flow (EOF) arises in the elec- chromatographic particles used in CEC. The theoret-
trical double layer at the liquid solid interface. The ical modeling of the electrokinetic phenomena under-
EOF originates within the electrical double layer lying EOF in packed beds employing nonporous or
which exists at surfaces such as those of silica and porous particles could guide the CEC experiments in
octadecylsilica that bear fixed negative charges while regions of the experimental space that could lead to
the solution in contact with such surfaces contains an novel experimental designs and could provide the
excess of positively charged ions. A charged sheath mechanistic approach necessary for the understand-
is formed around a core of uncharged liquid by this ing of the fundamentals of the physicochemical basis
excess positive charge which is located very close to of CEC. A quantitative model that could describe
the surface [5], and shear develops within the sheath accurately the transport phenomena in CEC systems,
when an electric field is applied across the length of could be employed in the design, optimization, and
the fused-silica capillary. The developed shear control of such separation processes. Rathore and
moves the charged sheath and the core of uncharged Horvath [9] in their review paper on the modeling of
liquid towards the negative electrode. In CEC, the EOF, conclude that there has not yet been estab-
electrolyte that follows the solute(s) of interest as it lished a solid theoretical understanding of the flow
(they) migrates along the column, is the same as the field of EOF in CEC. They strongly indicate that the
electrolyte that precedes it. construction and solution of a mathematical model

Experimental results from CEC and HPLC sys- that could properly describe the electrokinetic phe-
tems [7,8] indicate that CEC offers the following nomena underlying EOF in packed beds, could have
advantages when compared to HPLC: (i) higher the potential to develop CEC into a powerful sepa-
column efficiency in CEC than HPLC due to the ration process.
flow profile of EOF in CEC [5,7], and (ii) there is no In this work, a mathematical model is constructed
column pressure drop limitation in CEC (CEC does and numerically solved in order to obtain the flow
not need any pump to maintain a hydraulic flow field of EOF as well as the radial profiles of the
since the movement of liquid in CEC occurs by electrical potential and of the pressure in charged
EOF) and, thus, micron and submicron size particles cylindrical capillaries and in capillary columns
can be used [8] as packing materials in CEC and packed with particles having charged surfaces.
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2. Mathematical formulation =? rv 5 0 (1)

1 ≠´In CEC, a charged cylindrical capillary of length L 2] ]=? m=v 5=P 1 r =C 2 r = =Cs ds d S Dcd 8p ≠rand radius R is considered to be packed with charged
particles and each particle bears its own electrical 1

2]1 =C =́ 1 rg (2)s ddouble layer. The cylindrical capillary connects two 8p
containers having identical solutions of a single
electrolyte and the surface of the inner wall of the =? ´=C 5 2 4pr (3)s d cd
cylindrical capillary as well as the surface of the
particles (external surface if the particles are nonpor- In Eqs. (1)–(3), m is the viscosity of the Newtonian
ous; external and internal surfaces if the particles are liquid which may change at high electric fields [19],
porous) bear fixed negative charges while the solu- v is the velocity vector of the liquid, P is the
tion in contact with the surfaces contains an excess pressure, r is the liquid space charge density, ´cd

of positively charged ions. The interstitial channels represents the dielectric constant of the liquid, r is
of bulk flow by EOF are provided by the interstitial the density of the liquid, C represents the total
voids between the spherical particles and may be electrical potential, and g denotes the gravitational
considered as being tortuous charged cylindrical force per unit mass. The Poisson equation (Eq. (3))
capillaries, because the particles must be tightly can be incorporated into Eq. 2 (the momentum
packed to produce high efficiency and stability of the balance equation) to eliminate r . In Eq. (2), thecd

packed bed. The mean size of the interstitial voids in third term in the right-hand-side represents the
a column packed with spheres has been shown by a contribution of electrostriction [20] and enhances the
touching sphere model [10,11] and by pore network stress normal to charged interfaces as it has been
modeling [12,13] to be about 25–40% of the par- shown by Babchin [21]. At very large electric fields
ticle’s size. Furthermore, EOF could occur in the [6,20,22,23] a polarization effect is encountered and
pores of the particles if the pore size distribution and is represented by the fourth term in the right-hand-
pore connectivity of the porous structure of the side of Eq. (2). If the dielectric constant, ´, of the
charged particles are such that intraparticle convec- liquid is approximately independent of space, then
tive flow [12–18] due to EOF becomes possible. the polarization effect may be neglected. Further-
Thus, it is very important for one to have an accurate more, if the dielectric constant, ´, is independent of
quantitative model that could describe the flow field the density of the liquid, then the contribution of
of EOF as well as the radial profiles of the electrical electrostriction would be negligible.
potential and of the pressure in charged cylindrical There is net flow only along the axial direction, x,
capillaries, since the interstitial channels of bulk flow of the cylindrical capillary and the velocity com-
in CEC and the pores of the charged porous particles ponents v and v along the radial, r, and angular, u,r u

packed in a capillary column may be considered as directions, respectively, are taken to be equal to zero.
being tortuous charged cylindrical capillaries. In the Thus, the velocity component v along the axialx

following sections mathematical models for EOF in direction, x, is nonzero, and, since for a constant
charged cylindrical capillaries and in capillary col- density Newtonian liquid Eq. (1) gives ≠v /≠x 5 0, itx

umns packed with particles having charged surfaces is considered that v is a function only of the radialx

are presented. direction r (v 5 v (r)). In Eq. (2), the dielectricx x

constant, ´, is taken to be independent of space and
2.1. Mathematical model for EOF in a charged of the density of the liquid, and the viscosity, m, of
cylindrical capillary the Newtonian liquid is considered to be constant

because in this study the electric fields employed will
The continuity, momentum balance, and Poisson not be very large and will have magnitudes that have

equations of a Newtonian liquid at steady-state been used in practice [8,9,24]. Then by neglecting
conditions and low Reynolds numbers are given by the inertia term in Eq. (2) the following expressions
the following expressions: for the axial (Eq. (4)) and radial (Eq. (5)) com-
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ponents of the momentum balance equation are cations, C represents the concentration of the2

obtained: anions, z is the charge number of the cations, z1 2

denotes the charge number of the anions, and e is the2d v dv1 1 ≠P 1 ≠Cx x charge of an electron. By using Eq. (6) and inte-]] ] S]D ] ] ] S]DS D S D1 5 1 rS D S D2 cdr dr m ≠x m ≠xdr grating Eq. (8), one obtains the Boltzmann relation:
(4)

ez F1S ]]DC 5 C exp 2 (9)≠P ≠C 1 1` kT] S]D0 5 1 r (5)cd≠r ≠r
ez F2If there is no applied pressure difference across S ]]DC 5 C exp 2 (10)2 2` kT(along the axial direction x) the charged cylindrical

capillary, then ≠P/≠x 5 0 in Eq. (4); in Eq. (4), the When the Debye length is sufficiently small com-
term ≠P/≠x is taken to be equal to zero because pared to the capillary radius, the double layer is in
currently in CEC systems no pressure difference is contact with an electroneutral core region and C1`

applied across the capillary column. and C represent the concentrations of the cations2`

The total potential C is decomposed into an and anions, respectively, in that region. When the
electrostatic contribution F(r) that is due to the double layers overlap, Eqs. (9) and (10) remain
double layer and an applied contribution G(x) [25] as valid, but now C and C represent fictitious1` 2`

follows: concentrations at large distances from the axis where
the potential F due to the double layer is zero (inC 5 F(r) 1 G(x) (6)
this case, C and C denote bulk solution con-1` 2`

The continuity equation gives that ≠v /≠x 5 0 while centrations outside the capillary where F 50). Thex

the principle of conservation of charge indicates that space charge density, r , is the sum of the ioniccd
≠i /≠x 5 0. Thus, since there is no radial transport, charge concentrations at any point and is given byx

the continuity equation and the expression for the the expression:
conservation of charge require [3,25] that ≠G(x) /≠x

r 5 N e z C 1 z C (11)s dbe a constant. Therefore, cd o 1 1 2 2

23dG(x) where N is Avogadro’s number (6.023310o]]5 2 E (7)x 21dx mol ). By substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into
expression (11) one obtains:where E represents the applied electric potentialx

difference per unit length along the axial direction, x,
ez F1of the charged cylindrical capillary. F S ]]Dr 5 N e z C exp 2cd o 1 1` kTThe expression for the equilibrium diffuse double

ez Flayer is constructed from the Poisson equation (Eq. 2S ]]DG1 z C exp 2 (12)2 2`(3)) by considering the dielectric constant, ´, to be kT
independent of space and the Boltzmann expression

For a symmetric electrolyte z 5 2 z 5 z and1 2[25]. The Boltzmann relation is derived from the
C 5C 5C and, thus, Eq. (12) provides the1` 2` `steady-state material balance equations for the cat-
following expression for the charge density, r ,cdions and the anions by considering equilibrium
when the electrolyte is symmetric:distribution in the radial direction (this requires that

the radius R of the capillary is small compared to its ezF
]]S S DDlength L, as is the case in practice) which provides r 5 2 2N ezC sinh (13)cd o ` kT

the following expression:
By combining Eqs. (3), (6), and (12) and consider-

≠C ez C ≠Ci i i ing that the dielectric constant, ´, is independent of] ]]]1 5 0, i 5 1 , 2 (8)
≠r kT ≠r space, the expression for the equilibrium diffuse

In Eq. (8), C denotes the concentration of the double layer is obtained and its form is as follows:1
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2 fixed charge density at the capillary wall which is and F 1 dF
]] ] ]S DS D1 5 unspecified parameter. Expression (19) provides the2 r drdr following boundary condition for Eq. (15):

ez F4p 1
]F S S ]]D2 N e z C exp 2o 1 1` dF 4pze1´ kT

]] ]]S Dat r 5 R, 5 d (19a)dr ´kTez F2S ]]DDG1 z C exp 2 (14)2 2` kT The zeta potential, z , at the capillary wall (F(r5w

R)5F 5z ) can be measured experimentally [28]w wFor a symmetric electrolyte, Eq. (14) takes the form:
and, thus, one could employ the following alternative

2 boundary condition at the capillary wall for Eq. (15):d F dF1 11 1
]] ] S]]D ]S D1 5 sinh F (15)s dS D2 2 1r dr ezzdr l w

]]at r 5 R, F 5 (20)1 kT
where

After Eq. (15) has been solved by using the bound-
ezF ary conditions given by Eqs. (18) and (20), the]]F 5 (16)1 kT gradient of F at r5R can be evaluated and then the1

value of d could be determined from Eq. (19a). By1 / 2´kT
]]]] examining the mathematical structure of Eqs. (15),l 5 (17)2 2S D8pN e z Co ` (16) and (18)–(20), one could observe that since the

gradient of the electrostatic potential at the wall of
Eq. (15) is the classical Poisson–Boltzmann expres- the cylindrical capillary is constant dF /dr u 5ss d r5Rsion and the parameter l is called the Debye length 4p /´ d because the values of ´ and d are constant,s d d
and is often used to represent the characteristic then the value of the zeta potential, z (F u 5 z ),w r5R wthickness of the double layer. at the capillary wall would increase as the radius R

In this work, systems involving symmetric elec- of the capillary decreases; the experimental data of
trolytes are examined and, thus, Eq. (15) is used in Zhmud [29] confirm this theoretical result. The effect
order to obtain the radial distribution of the electro- on the velocity, v , of the increase in the value of zx wstatic potential F that is due to the double layer. The when the radius, R, of the capillary is very small and
boundary condition of Eq. (15) at the centerline of the double layers overlap, could be important. There-
the capillary is as follows: fore, it is worth examining and comparing the results

for systems where (i) the value of the zeta potential,
dF1 z , is taken to be constant for all values of R (the]]at r 5 0, 5 0 (18) wdr boundary condition given by Eq. (20) is used for Eq.

(15)), and (ii) the gradient of the electrostaticThe principle of conservation of charge requires that
potential at the capillary wall is taken to be constantthe total charge in the capillary liquid is equal in
for all values of R (the boundary condition given bymagnitude but opposite in sign to the fixed charge at
Eq. (19a) is used for Eq. (15)). It is very important tothe capillary wall [3]. By using Eq. (3) and the
be able to determine the value of the fixed chargedivergence theorem [26], an integral construction of
density, d, at the capillary wall, since in CECthis constraint with respect to the conservation of
systems involving the adsorption of adsorbate mole-charge provides [27] the following boundary con-
cules it is possible that the value of d could varydition at the capillary wall for Eq. (15):
with the loading of adsorbate and this could in-
fluence the magnitude of the EOF.4pze

]]S Dat r 5 R, n ?=F 5 d (19) By considering Eqs. (6), (7), (13), and (16), as1 ´kT
well as that v 5 v (r) and ≠P/≠x 5 0, Eqs. (4) andx x

(5) take the following forms when symmetric elec-In Eq. (19), n is the unit normal vector pointing
trolytes are used:outward from the capillary wall and d represents the
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2 2.2. Mathematical model for EOF in a chargedd v dv1x x
]] ] S]DS D1 5 cylindrical capillary packed with uncharged2 r drdr (neutral) spherical particles

1
]2 2N ezC sinh F 2 E (21)s d s dS Do ` 1 xm In this system, the EOF is generated at the

interface between the electrolyte and the charged
dFdP kT 1 wall of the cylindrical capillary while the packed

] ] S]]DS D0 5 2 2N ezC sinh F (22)s do ` 1dr ez dr neutral spherical particles of diameter d provide thep

drag force F . Knox and Grant [5] and RathoredragThe boundary conditions for Eqs. (21) and (22) are and Horvath [9] have suggested that the flow in such
as follows: a system could be considered to be in the form of

very thin annuli of liquid where the velocity has advx
]at r 5 0, 5 0 (23) zero value at the surface of the neutral particles. Ofdr

course, each annulus is subjected to (i) a force acting
along the direction of the EOF from the annulusat r 5 R, v 5 0 (24)x
enveloping it, and (ii) a force acting in the opposite
direction of the EOF from the annulus inside it. The

at r 5 0, P 5 P (25)0 total drag force F due to the packed sphericaldrag

particles could be estimated [32,33] from Eq. (28):
The solution of Eq. (22) using Eq. (25) as the
boundary condition is given by: 1 2 ´3 b

] ]]S DF 5 g 6pmd v (28)s ddrag 3 p xp,unS D4 pd pP 5 P 1 2N C kT cosh F 2 cosh F (26)s df s d g0 o ` 1 1,0

where g is a dimensionless packing parameter thatwhere F denotes the value of F at r50. From1,0 1 characterizes the structure of the packing formed byEq. (26) it can be observed that the pressure at r5R
the neutral spherical particles packed in the chargedcould be substantial if the concentration, C , of the` cylindrical capillary; the value of g could be de-electrolyte has a high magnitude and the value of the
termined experimentally [32,34]. In Eq. (28), theelectrostatic potential, F , at r5R is large. Eqs. (15),1 variable v represents the velocity component ofxp,un(18), (19a), (20), (21), (23), and (24) were solved
the EOF along the axial direction of the charged[27] by the method of orthogonal collocation on
capillary packed with uncharged spherical particles.finite elements [30,31] after defining the dimension-
By neglecting the effect of inertia and balancing theless spatial variable j 5 r /R, where j varies between
net viscous force F on an annulus of unit volumeviszero and one. The numerical solution of these non-
in the absence of neutral particles with the total draglinear ordinary differential equations provides the
force F , expression (29) is obtained:dragvelocity profile, v , of the EOF as well as the profilex

of the electrostatic potential, F , along the radial1 2d v dv 1 2 ´1 3xp,un xp,un bdirection of the charged cylindrical capillary. Then ]]] ] ]] ] ]]F S D G S Dm 1 5 g2 3S Dr dr 4the radial profile of the pressure, P, is obtained from dr pd p

Eq. (26). The average velocity, kv l, of the EOF inx 6pmd v (29)s dp xp,unthe charged cylindrical capillary is calculated by
summing up all the velocities over a cross-section

where the left-hand-side of Eq. (29) represents the
and then dividing by the cross-sectional area:

expression for F . Eq. (29) may be rewritten as:vis

2p R
2d v dv 21 kxp,un xp,unE E v r dr du R ]]] ] ]] ]S Dx 1 5 v (30)2 S D xp,unr dr ddr p20 0

]]]] ]kv l 5 5 E v r dr (27)S Dx 2 2 x1 2pR R
0 where
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where the value of v u is obtained from the1 / 2 x r5R27lg 1 2 ´s dbS]]]Dk 5 3 (31) numerical solution of the mathematical model pre-2
sented in Section 2.1.

The average velocity kv l of the EOF of theThe solution of Eq. (30) which is finite at r50 is xp,un

liquid in the capillary column packed with unchargedgiven by:
particles could be determined from the expression:

k
]v 5 BI r (32)xp,un 0S Ddp

2p R27l

where B is a constant of integration and I is the E E v r dr du0 xp,un
zero-order modified Bessel function of the first kind. 20 0

]]]]]] ]kv l 5 x(S D1 2xp,un 2At r5R (R is the radius of the charged capillary) the 2p R 2 7l Rs d
velocity v is equal to zero because of the no-slipxp,un

R27lcondition, but this is not a useful boundary condition
because it provides the trivial solution. But from the 3 E v r dr xxp,un1 2solution of the mathematical model in Section 2.1 it 0

has been found [27] that for a capillary column
v u2 x r5R27lwhose radius R is significantly larger than the Debye ] ]]]]]5S D2 kRlength, l (in fused-silica capillary columns used in ]I (R 2 7l)1 20S Ddppractice R4l), the velocity v could be approxi-xp,un

R27lmately equal to the value of the velocity v of thex
kunpacked capillary at a position very near the ]3 E I r r dr x (35)0S Dd1 2charged wall of the capillary column. Numerous p

0
simulations [27] using the mathematical model pre-
sented in Section 2.1 have shown that at r 5 R 2 7l

where x represents the conductivity factor which isthe value of v can be taken to be approximatelyx
given by the ratio of the effective conductivity of theequal to the maximum value of v (v (v ).x x x,max
packed capillary column filled with the electrolyteTherefore, the boundary condition used to establish
solution to the conductivity of the unpacked capillarythe value of B in Eq. (32) is as follows:
column filled with the electrolyte solution. The value

at r 5 R 2 7l, v 5 v u (v (33) of x can be determined experimentally [32,35].xp,un x r5R27l x,max

Eqs. (34) and (35) provide quantitative infor-
It should be mentioned that the systems considered mation about the contribution of the capillary inner
in practice involve thin double layers and, thus, the wall (‘wall effect’) in CEC as it will become
distance of 7l from the charged wall of the capillary apparent in Section 2.3.
column is very small compared with the size of the
liquid filled space formed by the particles (used in
practice) touching each other and the wall of the 2.3. Mathematical model for EOF in a charged
capillary; this is even more the case for larger cylindrical capillary packed with charged spherical
particle diameters. Thus, since systems of thin particles
double layers are considered and R47l, one could
consider that R 2 7l(R. By using Eq. (33) in Eq. In CEC systems, the EOF is generated at the wall
(32), we obtain the following expression for v :xp,un of the capillary column as well as at the surface of

the charged spherical particles (for nonporous par-k
]I r ticles the external surface is involved, while for0S Ddp porous particles the external surface as well as the]]]]]v 5 (v u ) ,xp,un x r5R27l k

surface of the pores (internal surface) is involved).]I R 2 7ls d0S Ddp The mean radius, R , of the charged interstitialic

channels of bulk flow by EOF in the charged0 # r # R 2 7l(R (34)
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Rcapillary column packed with charged spherical 2p ic

particles, takes now the place of the open-capillary E E v r dr duxp,c,w5pradius R (see Section 2.1). The value of R isic
0 0
]]]]]]significantly smaller than the value of the radius, r kv l 5 x1 2p xp,c w5p 2

pR ic(d 5 2r ), of the charged particles and has beenp p

shown [10–13] to be about 25–40% of the size of
the radius, r , of the particles. The interstitial chan- Rp ic

nels (capillaries) of bulk flow by EOF (i) are 2
]5 E v r dr x (36)2 xp,c,w5pconnected to each other with a certain capillary S D1 2R ic 0connectivity, n [12,13], (ii) are tortuous, and (iii)T,ic

have a capillary (channel) size distribution whose
mean capillary (channel) radius is equal to the value where again x represents the conductivity factor and
of R . It is also possible that EOF could occur in the was defined in Section 2.2. The value of x can beic

pores of charged porous particles and the magnitude determined experimentally.
of the intraparticle velocity [12–18] would depend When the zeta potential, z , at the wall of thew

on the pore size distribution and pore connectivity, capillary column is not equal to the zeta potential, z ,p

n , of the porous structure of the charged particles. of the particles (z ± z ), then the net local velocity,T,p w p

The effects of (1) the connectivity, n , of the v (the subscript w ± p denotes that z ± z ),T,ic xp,c,w±p w p

interstitial channels (capillaries) of bulk flow, (2) the of the EOF is determined by adding to the velocity
channel size distribution of the interstitial capillaries v a term that accounts for the wall effect. Thisxp,c,w±p

of bulk flow, (3) the pore connectivity, n of the term is obtained by multiplying the right-hand-sideT,p

intraparticle pores, and (4) the pore size distribution of Eq. (34) by 1 2 z /z ; in effect, the zetas s ddp w

of the intraparticle pores, on the velocity of the EOF potential of the wall of the capillary column is being
in a capillary column packed with charged particles replaced by the excess zeta potential (z 2 z ) on thew p

could be studied by employing in CEC the pore wall which is responsible for the ‘wall effect.’ Thus
network modelling theory of Meyers and Liapis the expression for v is given by:xp,c,w±p

[12,13]; this kind of study is beyond the scope of the
present work and could be considered in a future
investigation. v 5 vxp,c,w±p xp,c,w5p

In this work, as a first approximation, the EOF
kthrough the capillary column packed with charged ]I r0S Dz dp pparticles is considered as flow through several paral-

] ]]]]]1 1 2 (v u ) ,S D x r5R27l kzlel, tortuous charged cylindrical capillaries (channels) w 1 2]I (R 2 7l)0S Ddwhose radius is equal to R , and the zeta potential, pic

z , of the particles is taken to be equal to the zetap

0 # r # R 2 7l(R (37)potential, z , at the wall of the capillary columnw

(z 5z ). The velocity, v (the subscript w5pw p xp,c,w5p

denotes that z 5z ), of the EOF, the electrostatic where v represents the velocity of the EOF inw p xp,c,w5p

potential, F, and the radial pressure, P, along the each charged interstitial capillary (channel) of radius
radial direction in each of such charged interstitial R when z 5z , as discussed above; R denotes theic w p

cylindrical capillaries of radius R are determined radius of the capillary column and r represents theic

from the numerical solution of the equations of the radial distance in the capillary column. The average
mathematical model presented in Section 2.1. The velocity kv l (the subscript w±p denotes thatxp,c w±p

average velocity kv l of the EOF of the liquid z ±z ) of the EOF of the liquid in the capillaryxp,c w5p w p

in the capillary column packed with charged particles column packed with charged particles could be
could be determined, for the case where z 5z , from determined, for the case where z ±z , from Eq.w p w p

the expression: (38):
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R ic ˚corresponds to 833.33 A. For the mobile phase of2
]kv l 5 E v r dr 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl at pH 8 andxp,c w±p 2 xp,c,w5pS D3 1 2R ic T5208C, Eqs. (15), (18) and (20) were solved0

numerically for a charged cylindrical capillary wherez v u2p x r5R27l
] ] ]]]]] the value of the zeta potential at the wall, z , of the1 1 2S DS D w2 kz Rw ]I (R 2 7l) capillary was taken to be equal to the zeta potential,1 20S Ddp

z , of the particles (z 5z 5264.1 mV) and thep w p
R27l value of the radius, R, of the cylindrical capillaryk

]3 E I r r dr x (38) was taken to be equal to the radius, R , of the0S D icd1 24p interstitial channels that would be formed if the0

particles were packed in a capillary column (R5
where again x represents the conductivity factor. R (0.0833 mm). The numerical solution of Eqs.icThe details for the numerical solution of the (15), (18) and (20) provided the radial distribution
equations presented in Sections 2.1–2.3 are pre- of the electrostatic potential, F, and then the value of
sented in the report of Grimes [27]. d was determined from Eq. (19a) and was found to

2be equal to 27004.94 esu /cm . In the following
paragraphs, theoretical results obtained from the

3. Results and discussion numerical solution of the mathematical models pre-
sented in Sections 2.1.–2.3. are reported, and the

The zeta potential, z , at the surface of porous experimental data of the velocity of the EOF inp

silica C particles of diameter 0.5 mm in a mobile packed capillary columns are compared with the8

phase of 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl at theoretical results. For the results of the systems
pH 8.0 and temperature T5208C, has been measured presented in Figs. 1–12, the pH is equal to 8, the

¨experimentally (S. Ludtke, private communication, temperature is 208C, the electrolyte is symmetric
1999) and its value was found to be equal to –64.1 (z 5 2 z 5z51; C 5C 5C ), the value of the1 2 1` 2` `

2mV. The experimental data for this system (S. dielectric constant, ´, is equal to 47.8 esu /dyne per
2 210 2 2¨Ludtke, private communication, 1999) indicate that cm (4.2288310 C /N per m ), and the values

the value of z becomes less negative than 264.1 of the density, r, and viscosity, m, of the mobilep
3 24mV as the value of the pH decreases below 8.0, while phase are 836.77 kg/m and 4.99 3 10 kg/m per

the value of z becomes more negative than 264.1 s, respectively. The Debye length, l, that representsp

mV as the value of the pH increases above 8.0. We the characteristic length of the double layer is equal
˚want to consider the system where z 5264.1 mV, to 14.88 A for the data in Figs. 1–11, while for thep

because the experimental data for the average ve- results in Fig. 12 the value of l varies with the
locity of the EOF of the above mobile phase in a concentration, C , of the symmetric electrolyte; l5`

˚ ˚fused-silica capillary of radius 50 mm packed with 33.27 A when C 55.0 mM, l523.53 A when`

˚porous silica C particles have been measured (K.K. C 510.0 mM, and l514.88 A when C 525.0 mM.8 ` `

Unger, private communication, 1999), for four dif-
ferent particle diameters (d 50.2 mm; d 50.5 mm;p p

3.1. Theoretical results for charged capillariesd 51.0 mm; d 53.0 mm) and for different values ofp p

the applied electric potential difference per unit
In Figs. 1–3 the electrostatic potential, F, thelength, E . The radius, R , of the interstitial channelsx ic

velocity, v , and the pressure difference, P(r) 2 P ,for bulk flow by EOF in a fused-silica capillary x 0

profiles along the radial direction r of a chargedpacked with silica C particles is about one-third of8

cylindrical capillary are presented for different val-the particle radius, r (K.K. Unger, private com-p

ues of the ratio R /l and when E 560 kV/m. Themunication, 1999); for example, if the particle x

results in Figs. 1a, 2a, and 3a were obtained byradius, r , is 0.25 mm (d 50.5 mm), then the valuep p

keeping the value of the zeta potential, z , at theof R is taken to be equal to 0.0833 mm which wic
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Fig. 1. Electrostatic potential, F, profiles at various values of R /l. The liquid solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl at pH 8.0
and T5208C, and the value of the applied electric potential, E , is 60 kV/m. (a) F(r 5 R) 5 z 5264.1 mV for all values of R and thex w

2reported magnitude of d for each value of R /l is determined from Eq. (19a). (b) d 527004.94 esu/cm for all values of R and the reported
magnitude of z for each value of R /l is determined from Eq. (20).w
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Fig. 2. Velocity, v , profiles at various values of R /l. The liquid solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl at pH 8.0 and T5208C,x

and the value of the applied electric potential, E , is 60 kV/m. (a) F(r5R)5z 5264.1 mV for all values of R and the velocity profiles arex w

determined from the solution of Eqs. (15), (18), (20), (21), (23), and (24). The reported magnitude of the average velocity, kv l, for eachx
2value of R /l is determined from Eq. (27). (b) d 527004.94 esu/cm for all values of R and the velocity profiles are determined from the

solution of Eqs. (15), (18), (19a), (21), (23), and (24). The reported magnitude of the average velocity, kv l, for each value of R /l isx

determined from Eq. (27).
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Fig. 3. Pressure difference, P(r) 2 P , profiles at various values of R /l. The liquid solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl at pH0

8.0 and T5208C, and the value of the applied electric potential, E , is 60 kV/m. (a) F(r5R)5z 5264.1 mV for all values of R and thex w

pressure difference profiles are determined from the solution of Eqs. (15), (18), (20), and (21)–(26). The reported magnitude of the pressure
difference, P(r 5 R) 2 P , between the capillary wall and the centerline for each value of R /l is determined from Eq. (26). (b) d 527004.940

2esu /cm for all values of R and the pressure difference profiles are determined from the solution of Eqs. (15), (18), (19a), and (21)–(26).
The reported magnitude of the pressure difference, P(r 5 R) 2 P , between the capillary wall and the centerline for each value of R /l is0

determined from Eq. (26).
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Fig. 4. Average velocity, kv l, versus R /l for different values of the applied electric potential, E . The liquid solution is 80%x x

acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl at pH 8.0 and T5208C.

2wall of the charged cylindrical capillary constant (19a)) and equal to 27004.94 esu /cm for all the
(Eq. (20)) and equal to 264.1 mV for all values of R values of R considered and presented in these
considered and indicated in the figures. The results in figures; in this case, the value of the zeta potential,
Figs. 1b, 2b, and 3b were obtained by keeping the z , at the wall of the capillary becomes morew

value of d at the wall of the capillary constant (Eq. negative as the value of the radius R decreases (for

Fig. 5. The effect of the particle diameter, d , on the velocity, v , profile in a charged cylindrical capillary packed with unchargedp xp,un

(neutral) particles; R550 mm, F(r5R)5z 5264.1 mV, and E 560 kV/m. The liquid solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HClw x

at pH 8.0 and T5208C.
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Fig. 6. Average velocity, kv l, versus E , for different values of the diameter, d , of the uncharged (neutral) particles packed in a chargedxp,un x p

cylindrical capillary of radius R550 mm; two different values of the conductivity factor, x, are examined and F(r5R)5z 5264.1 mV.w

The liquid solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl at pH 8.0 and T5208C.

the reason discussed in Section 2.1.), especially when distance from the wall when the value of R is
the value of R is such that significant overlap of the significantly larger than the value of l, and this
double layers in the capillary occurs. In Fig. 1a,b it distance from the wall, which indicates the position
can be observed that F(r)50 for a significant at which the plug-flow profile starts, decreases as the
fraction of the radius when R /l$10. For values of ratio of R /l increases; for values of R /l $ 50 it is
R /l#5.0, the value of F(r) is nonzero for all values found that the value of v is approximately equal tox

of r and this indicates that the formation of the its plug flow value at a distance 7l from the wall of
diffuse double layer is disturbed and overlap of the the capillary. When R is of the same order of
double layers occurs within such capillaries. In Fig. magnitude as l and disturbed formation of the
1a, the results indicate that when the value of z is diffuse double layer as well as overlap of the doublew

kept constant the value of d becomes less negative as layers within the capillary occur, the velocity profile
the radius, R, of the capillary decreases, and the is found to be parabolic for all values of r, as the
value of d becomes significantly less negative when results in Fig. 2a,b show. Furthermore, when d is
R is of the same order of magnitude as l and kept constant for all values of R, the results in Fig.
disturbed formation of the diffuse double layer as 2b indicate that for certain values of R /l (e.g.,
well as overlap of the double layers within the R /l55.0) the value of v at certain radial positionsx

capillary occur. The results in Fig. 1b show that close to the center of the capillary could have a
when d is kept constant the value of z becomes magnitude which is higher than the magnitude of thew

more negative as the radius, R, of the capillary plug-flow velocity, but still the average velocity,
decreases, and the value of z becomes significantly kv l, in the capillary with the parabolic velocityw x

more negative when the value of R is small enough profile is lower than the average velocity, kv l,x

that disturbed formation of the diffuse double layer obtained in the capillary whose radius, R, is sig-
and overlap of the double layers within the capillary nificantly larger than the value of l and the velocity,
occur. In Fig. 2a,b it can be observed that the v , in the capillary has a plug-flow profile for ax

velocity, v , has a plug-flow profile after a certain significant portion of the radius R. The data in Fig.x
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Fig. 7. The ‘wall effect’ on the velocity, v and v , profiles in a charged cylindrical capillary column packed with chargedxp,c,w5p xp,c,w±p

particles for different values of the zeta potential, z , at the wall and for different particle diameters, d ; R550 mm, z 5264.1 mV,w p p

F(r5R)5z and E 560 kV/m. The liquid solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl at pH 8.0 and T5208C.w x

2a,b clearly indicate that the average velocity, kv l, is tially increase the capillary column efficiency. Thex

nonzero even at charged cylindrical capillaries hav- pore network modeling theory of Meyers and Liapis
˚ing very small values of radius R (e.g., R$10 A) [12,13] could be used to determine the magnitude of

where disturbed formation of the diffuse double layer the intraparticle EOF in the pores of charged porous
as well as overlap of the double layers in the particles packed in a capillary column. In Fig. 3a,b
capillary occur. This is a very important result the radial profiles of the pressure difference, P(r) 2

because it implies that it is possible for intraparticle P , are presented, for different values of R /l. The0

convective (EOF) flow to occur in the pores [12–18] results clearly indicate that (i) the pressure at the
of the charged porous particles (e.g., porous silica C capillary wall (P(r5R)) can be significant, and (ii)8

particles) used in CEC [7,8,36] (K.K. Unger, private the radial length (from the centerline of the capil-
communication, 1998, 1999). The occurrence of lary) along which P(r) 2 P 5 0 increases as the0

intraparticle EOF in the pores of the charged porous value of the ratio R /l increases. The results in Fig.
particles employed in CEC, could significantly re- 3a indicate that when F(r5R)5z 5264.1 mV forw

duce the resistance for mass transfer of adsorbate all values of R, the pressure difference, P(r 5 R) 2

molecules in such porous media and, thus, substan- P , between the capillary wall and the centerline0
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Fig. 8. Average velocity, kv l , vs. E , for different values of the diameter, d , of the charged particles packed in a charged cylindricalxp,c w5p x p

capillary of radius R550 mm; two different values of the conductivity factor, x, are examined and F(r5R)5z 5z 5264.1 mV. The liquidw p

solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl at pH 8.0 and T5208C.

decreases as the value of the ratio R /l decreases and the value of d is kept constant for all values of R, the
the decrease in the value of P(r 5 R) 2 P is very pressure difference, P(r 5 R) 2 P , between the0 0

significant when the radius, R, of the capillary is very capillary wall and the centerline increases as the
small and disturbed formation of the diffuse double value of the ratio R /l becomes less than or equal to
layer as well as overlap of the double layers in the 10 because the zeta potential, z , at the wall of thesew

capillary occur. In Fig. 3b the data show that when small capillaries increases significantly as the radius

Fig. 9. Average velocity, kv l , vs. the particle diameter, d , of charged particles with z 5z packed in a charged cylindrical capillaryxp,c w5p p p w

of radius R550 mm for different values of E ; x 50.707 and F(r5R)5z 5z 5264.1 mV. The liquid solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25x w p

mM Tris–HCl at pH 8.0 and T5208C.
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Fig. 10. Average velocity, kv l , vs. the particle diameter, d , of charged particles with z ± z packed in a charged cylindrical capillaryxp,c w±p p p w

of radius R550 mm for different values of E ; x 50.707, z 5264.1 mV and F(r5R)5z . The liquid solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25x p w

mM Tris–HCl at pH 8.0 and T5208C.

Fig. 11. Comparison of the theoretical results with the experimental data of the average velocity, kv l , of the EOF in a fused-silicaxp,c w5p

capillary of radius R550 mm packed with porous silica C particles; z 5z 5264.1 mV and F(r5R)5z . The liquid solution is 80%8 w p w

acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl at pH 8.0 and T5208C.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the theoretical results with the experimental data of the average velocity, kv l , of the EOF in a fused-silicaxp,c w5p

capillary of radius R550 mm packed with porous silica C particles of diameter d 50.2 mm, for three different values of the concentration,8 p

C , of the electrolyte; z 5z and F(r5R)5z . The liquid solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% C mM Tris–HCl (80:20, v /v) at pH 8.0 and` w p w `

T5208C.

R of the capillary decreases and becomes comparable mV for all values of R) and dashed (d 527004.94
2to the value of the characteristic length, l, of the esu /cm for all values of R) curves, one can observe

double layer. For values of R /l.10 the results in that the values of kv l obtained when (a) z is keptx w

Fig. 3b indicate that the pressure difference, P(r 5 constant for all values of R or (b) d is kept constant
R) 2 P , between the wall of the capillary and the for all values of R, are insignificantly different for0

centerline decreases, and for values of R /l$50 the values of R /l greater than or equal to 10.
values of the pressure difference, P(r 5 R) 2 P , The results in Figs. 1–3 indicate that the values of0

between the capillary wall and the centerline are F, v , and P(r) 2 P are being influenced by thex 0

insignificantly different than the values of the pres- condition considered at the capillary wall with
sure difference, P(r 5 R) 2 P , presented in Fig. 3a respect to the values of z and d. The data in Figs.0 w

for magnitudes of the ratio R /l greater than or equal 1–3 indicate that the differences in the values of F,
to 50. v , and P(r) 2 P obtained (a) by keeping the valuex 0

In Fig. 4 the average velocity, kv l, in a charged of z constant for all values of R or (b) by keepingx w

cylindrical capillary versus R /l is presented for the value of d constant for all values of R, decrease
different values of E . It can be observed, as significantly as R /l increases and become insig-x

expected, that the value of kv l increases signifi- nificant at large values of R /l (R /l$50). The largestx

cantly, for a given value of R /l, as the magnitude of differences occur when the value of R is of the same
E is increased. Furthermore, as the value of E order of magnitude as the value of l (small values ofx x

increases the value of the ratio R /l at which the R /l) and disturbed formation of the diffuse double
average velocity kv l attains its maximum value, is layer as well as overlap of the double layers in thex

slightly increased. By comparing, for a given value capillary occur. In practical CEC systems the radii of
of E , the results provided by the solid (z 5264.1 the large intraparticle pores of the charged porousx w
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particles, the radii of the interstitial channels for bulk determine very accurately the profiles of F, v , andx

flow by EOF in the packed capillary column, and the P(r) 2 P in these capillaries, it is gratifying that the0

radius of the capillary column are larger than the accurate estimation of the average velocity, kv l,x

value of l by more than one to four orders of becomes essentially independent of the approach of
magnitude, and therefore, the differences in the using constant value of z for all values of R orw

results for F, v , and P(r) 2 P obtained by using constant value of d for all values of R when thex 0

either a constant value of z or a constant value of d magnitude of the ratio R /l is greater than or equal tow

at the wall of such capillaries, would be insignificant. 10. It is important to note that the ratio R /l$10 for
In practice, one can measure without undue difficulty the average velocity, kv l, is more inclusive withx

the zeta potential at the wall of the capillary column respect to capillaries of smaller radii than the ratio
and at the surface of the particles and, thus, these R /l$50 that was found to provide accurate esti-
experimental values could be used to represent, mates for the radial profiles of F, v , and P(r) 2 Px 0

respectively, the values of F (Eq. (20)) at the wall of which (the profiles) are essentially independent of
the capillary column and at the wall of the interstitial using either constant z for all values of R orw

channels of bulk flow formed by the packed particles constant d for all values of R.
in the capillary column. The respective values of d at
the wall of the capillary column and at the wall of 3.2. Theoretical results for capillary columns
the interstitial channels for bulk flow could then be packed with uncharged (neutral) particles
determined from Eq. (19a) and the respective profiles
of F in the capillary column and the interstitial In Fig. 5, the velocity profile along the radial
channels of bulk flow. Then if the pore size dis- direction of a charged cylindrical capillary packed
tribution of the porous structure of the particles with neutral (uncharged) particles is presented (Eq.
packed in the capillary column has been determined (34)), for different values of the diameter, d , of thep

[12,13], the value of d at the wall of the interstitial particles; the radius, R, of the capillary is 50 mm,
channels of bulk flow could be taken to represent, as E 560 kV/m, the value of the zeta potential, z , atx w

a first approximation, the magnitude of d at the wall the wall of the capillary is equal to 264.1 mV, the
of the intraparticle pores of different radii and, thus, porosity ´ was taken to be equal to 0.35 and theb

the velocity profile and the average velocity in an value of g (Eq. (28)) was taken to be equal to unity
intraparticle pore of a given radius could be esti- [32,34,35]. As expected, the fraction of the radial
mated; this procedure, although it may be possible length from the wall of the capillary along which the
that the value of d may not be the same for the velocity v is nonzero, increases as the particlexp,un

intraparticle pores of varying radii, could provide a diameter, d , increases since the magnitude of thep

useful insight about the possibility of intraparticle drag force, F (Eq. (28)), decreases with increas-drag

EOF and the information obtained with respect to the ing particle diameter. Furthermore, for a given
average velocity of the liquid in the intraparticle position r along the radius where the value of vxp,un

pores of different radii could be used in a pore is nonzero for all particle diameters, the magnitude
network model for the porous particles to estimate of the velocity v increases as the particle diam-xp,un

the magnitude of the velocity of the intraparticle eter increases. In Fig. 6, the average velocity kv lxp,un

EOF in the porous particles. Most importantly, the (Eq. (35)) of the EOF of the liquid in the charged
results in Fig. 4 indicate that the average velocity capillary column packed with neutral particles is
kv l obtained (a) by keeping z constant for all presented, for different particle diameters, differentx w

values of R or (b) by keeping d constant for all values of the applied electric potential, E , and forx

values of R, have insignificant differences for mag- two different values of the conductivity factor x ; the
nitudes of R /l$10. Since from an engineering values of R, z , ´ , and g are equal to those used tow b

perspective one would have more interest in obtain- obtain the results in Fig. 5. The value of x 50.707 is
ing accurate estimates for the values of the average obtained by setting x 51/1.414 where the number
velocities in the interstitial channels of bulk flow as 1.414 has been suggested [35] to represent approxi-
well as in the pores of charged particles than to mately the value of the tortuosity factor, t, for
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columns packed with impermeable spherical par- magnitudes of the enhancement and retardation of
ticles. If the value of the connectivity parameter, the velocity, v , is due to the fact that whenxp,c,w±p

n , of the interstitial channels of bulk flow in the z .z there is a synergism between the velocityT,ic w p

packed capillary column [12,13] has a very high field due to the zeta potential of the wall and the
value and the particles are permeable, then the value velocity fields in the interstitial channels for bulk
of x could be higher than 0.707; thus, the value of flow located close to the wall, while when z .z thep w

x 50.850 was arbitrarily selected to represent such a slower velocity field due to the zeta potential of the
hypothetical packed capillary column. The results in wall hinders the velocity fields in the interstitial
Fig. 6 clearly indicate that the value of the average channels for bulk flow located close to the wall. It is
velocity kv l of the EOF in a charged capillary also worth noting that the ‘wall effect’ influences thexp,un

column packed with neutral particles, increases with velocity profile in the capillary for only about one-
increasing values of E , d , and x. The results also third of the length of its radius R (R550 mm).x p

show that the increase in the value of kv l as E In Fig. 8, the average velocity, kv l , of thexp,un x xp,c w5p

increases, is linear. Furthermore, the results indicate liquid in a charged cylindrical capillary packed with
that for particles of diameter, d , in the range of charged particles versus the applied electric field Ep x

is presented, for different values of the diameter, d ,0.5–1.0 mm, the values of kv l differ from each pxp,un

of the particles and for two different values of theother by insignificant amounts when the value of Ex

conductivity factor x. The results clearly show thatis between 10 and 30 kV/m, while at values of Ex

the value of the average velocity, kv l , of thehigher than 30 kV/m there are some very small xp,c w5p

EOF increases with increasing values of E and x,differences in the values of kv l. xxp,un

and the increase in the value of kv l withxp,c w5p

increasing values of E is linear. Furthermore, thex

3.3. Theoretical results for capillary columns results indicate that the effect of the particle diam-
packed with charged particles eter, d , on the value of the velocity of the EOF isp

very small; for all given values of E and x, (i) thex

In Fig. 7 the radial profile of the velocity in a velocity kv l when d 51.0 mm, is only 1.67%xp,c w5p p

charged capillary column packed with charged par- larger than the value of the velocity when d 50.5p

ticles is presented for different particle diameters and mm, (ii) the value of the velocity when d 53.0 mm,p

when the value of the zeta potential, z , at the wall is only 1.10% larger than the value of the velocityw

of the capillary is larger than or equal to or smaller when d 51.0 mm, (iii) the value of kv l whenp xp,c w5p

than the value of the zeta potential, z , at the surface d 55.0 mm, is only 0.22% larger than the value ofp p

of the particles; the value of E is equal to 60 kV/m the velocity when d 53.0 mm, and (iv) the value ofx p

and the radius of the capillary is 50 mm. The results the velocity when d 510 mm, is only 0.17% largerp

show that (a) the effect of the value of the particle than the value of the velocity when d 55.0 mm.p

diameter, d , on the magnitude of the velocity Thus, because of these observations and since thep

increases, as the particle diameter, d , increases and value of the velocity when d 510 mm is only 3.19%p p

the magnitude of the difference (z 2z ) increases larger than the value of the velocity when d 50.5w p p

for the case where z .z , and (b) the effect of the mm, and the value of kv l when d 53.0 mm isw p xp,c w5p p

magnitude of d on the value of the velocity in- only 2.80% larger than the value of the velocityp

creases, as the particle diameter, d , increases and when d 50.5 mm, for given values of E and x, onep p x

the magnitude of the difference (z 2z ) increases could practically consider that the value of thep w

for the case where z .z . Furthermore, the enhance- average velocity, kv l , is almost independent ofp w xp,c w5p

ment occurring in the value of the velocity, v , the particle diameter, d . This theoretical finding isxp,c,w±p p

close to the capillary wall when z is greater than z in good agreement with the experimental resultsw p

by a factor s (s 51.5, 2.5 in Fig. 7), is significantly measured by different research groups [9,36]. In Fig.
larger than the retardation that occurs in the value of 9, the average velocity kv l versus the particlexp,c w5p

v close to the capillary wall when z is larger diameter, d , is plotted for different values of thexp,c,w±p p p

than z by the same factor s. This difference in the applied electric field, E . The results in Fig. 9 clearlyw x
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indicate the very weak dependence of kv l on zeta potential of the wall starts having a morexp,c w5p

the particle diameter, d , since the lines are almost appreciable hindering effect on the velocity fields inp

horizontal. The reason for this result is that the the interstitial channels for bulk flow located close to
magnitudes of the radii, R , of the interstitial the capillary wall, as the particle diameter increasesic

channels for bulk flow in the packed capillary above 1.5 mm and the diameters of these interstitial
column, are such that the ratio R /l varies from channels increase. In Fig. 10, it can also be observedic

22556.00 to 1120.07 (the ratio R /l556.00 corresponds that when z 51.0310 z (0, which would implyic w p

to the interstitial channels formed by the particles of that the wall of the capillary column is uncharged,
diameter of 0.5 mm, while the ratio R /l51120.07 the results show that there is a decrease in the valueic

corresponds to the interstitial channels formed by the of the average velocity, kv l , as the particlexp,c w±p

particles of diameter of 10 mm) and, thus, for these diameter, d , increases, and the magnitude of thep

ratios of R /l (R /l556.00 is larger than the value decrease in the value of the average velocity in-ic ic

of R /l550 that was observed to provide an creases as the magnitude of the applied electric field,ic

average velocity that was insignificantly different E , increases. As the particle diameter, d , increases,x p

than the average velocities obtained when R /l. the larger relatively dead volume close to the wall ofic

50) the average velocity of the EOF in the packed the capillary column increases, and this larger dead
capillary column would change insignificantly with volume decreases the velocity.
particle diameter.

In Fig. 10, the average velocity, kv l , of thexp,c w±p

EOF in a packed capillary column versus the diam- 3.4. Comparisons between experimental and
eter of the charged particles, d , is presented when theoretical resultsp

the zeta potential at the wall, z , is different than thew

zeta potential, z , of the particles; the value of the In Fig. 11, the theoretical results obtained from thep

conductivity factor x is equal to 0.707 and the results model presented in this work for the determination of
are presented for four different values of the applied the average velocity, kv l , of the EOF in axp,c w5p

electric field, E . The results in Fig. 10 indicate that capillary column packed with charged porous par-x

when z .z the average velocity increases moder- ticles are compared with the experimental dataw p

ately as the particle diameter, d , increases, because measured (K.K. Unger, private communication,p

¨there is a higher level of synergism between the 1999) by Ludtke [36]. The value of the conductivity
velocity field due to the zeta potential of the wall and factor, x, that was found to provide the best fit
the velocity fields in the interstitial channels for bulk between the experimental data and the theoretical
flow located close to the capillary wall since the values, is 0.716. The charged particles used in the
diameters of such interstitial channels are larger experiments are porous silica C particles whose zeta8

when the particles have a larger diameter. When the potential, z , at their surface was measured andp

value of z is 1.5 times larger than the value of z , found to be equal to 264.1 mV in the mobile liquidp w

there is a very slight increase in the value of the solution indicated in the figure caption. The charged
average velocity for values of d between 0.5 mm porous particles were packed in a fused-silica capil-p

and about 1.5 mm (within this particle diameter range lary of radius R550 mm and length L58.5 cm, and
the velocity field is dominated by the zeta potential the system was such that z (z 5264.1 mV; thew p

of the particles and the ‘wall effect’ due to z has value of the parameter ´ was equal to 0.35. Thew b

insignificant influence); in fact, the system behavior pore size distribution of these particles [8,36] indi-
when z 51.5z and the particle diameter range is cates that the pore radii are large enough that thep w

0.5–1.5 mm, is similar to that exhibited in Fig. 9. theoretical results in Fig. 2a,b of this work would
Furthermore, one can observe that when z 51.5z indicate that the velocity of the EOF could be greaterp w

and the particle diameter increases above 1.5 mm, the than zero in a substantial fraction of the pores in the
average velocity of the EOF decreases slightly with particles. The occurrence of intraparticle EOF could
increasing values of the particle diameter. This affect the value of the conductivity factor, x

occurs because the slower velocity field due to the [12,13,16,17,34], and since the value of x 50.716
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provides the best fit with the experimental data and is different values of C . In Fig. 12, the value of x and`

slightly higher than the value of x 50.707 suggested the values of z that provide the best fit of thep

[35] for columns packed with impermeable spherical experimental data for the three different values of the
particles, one might infer, by considering also the concentration, C , of the electrolyte, are presented.`

results for the values of kv l in Fig. 2a,b, that the By examining the experimental data in Fig. 12x

value of the velocity of the intraparticle EOF might ¨obtained by (S. Ludtke, private communication,
be nonzero in the porous particles of the system in 1999; K.K. Unger, private communication, 1999)
Fig. 11; the pore network modeling theory of Meyers [36], one can observe that the majority of the
and Liapis [12,13] could be used to determine the experimental points for the systems where C 510.0`

magnitude of the intraparticle velocity of the EOF in mM and C 525.0 mM could be described by lines`

a future investigation. The results in Fig. 11 indicate that pass through the origin, as should be the case
that the agreement between theory and experiment is since kv l 5 0 when E 50. The experimentalxp,c w5p x

good. points for the system where C 55.0 mM indicate`

In Fig. 12, the experimental values of the average that the data obtained at the higher values of Ex

velocity of the EOF in a capillary column packed could be described by a line that passes through the
with charged porous particles having a diameter, d , origin, while some of the experimental data obtainedp

of 0.2 mm are presented, for different values of E at the lower values of E appear not to be describedx x

and for three different values of the concentration, sufficiently accurately by the line that passes through
C , of the electrolyte [36]. The charged particles the origin; this would suggest that the experimental`

used in the experiments [36] are porous silica C accuracy of these points measured at the lower8

particles which were packed in a fused-silica capil- values of E may not be so good as for the otherx

lary of radius R550 mm and length L58.5 cm. The ¨ ¨points. Ludtke [36], Ludtke (private communication,
effect of the concentration, C , of the electrolyte was 1999) and Unger (private communication, 1999)`

studied by experiments performed [36] at three have indicated that they are aware that their ex-
different values of C (C 55.0 mM; C 510.0 mM; perimental measurements may not only reflect the` ` `

C 525.0 mM). The mobile liquid phase is 80% velocity of the EOF in the packed capillary column`

acetonitrile–20% C Tris–HCl (80:20, v /v) at pH but they might contain contributions by the frits and`

8.0 and temperature T5208C. The void fraction, ´ , the unpacked part of the capillary column. Evenb

in the bed was equal to about 0.35 and the magnitude though there may be certain inaccuracies in their
of the radius, R , of the interstitial channels for bulk experimental data, the agreement between theory andic

flow by EOF in the fused-silica capillary packed with experiment is very gratifying. The results in Fig. 11
silica C particles whose radius, r , is 0.1 mm (d 5 showed that the agreement between theory and8 p p

2r 50.2 mm), is about one-third of the particle experiments involving fused-silica capillaries packedp

radius and, thus, R (0.033 mm which corresponds with charged porous particles whose diametersic
˚to 333.33 A. The experimental data presented in Fig. ranged from 0.5 to 3.0 mm, was good. That agree-

12 were obtained [36] by employing the same ment together with the agreement shown in Fig. 12,
packed capillary column and, therefore, the value of provide significant evidence for the capability of the
the conductivity factor, x, in Eq. (36) is taken to be theoretical model presented in this work to describe
the same in the theoretical calculations for all three the velocity field of the EOF in CEC systems.
values of C . The theoretical predictions were com- It is important to mention here that the values of`

pared with the experimental data and, for a given the zeta potential, z , shown in Fig. 12 are veryp

concentration of the electrolyte, C , the best fit is comparable to the value of 264.1 mV which repre-`

obtained by finding the value of the zeta potential, sents the magnitude of the zeta potential, z , mea-p

z , at the surface of the particles that fits best the sured experimentally [36] at the surface of chargedp

experimental data for the given value of C together porous silica C particles of diameter 0.5 mm in a` 8

with the value of the conductivity factor, x, that was mobile liquid phase of 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM
found to fit best the experimental data for all three Tris–HCl (80:20, v /v) at pH 8.0 and T5208C. In
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fact, the value of z 5265.6 mV determined from the viscosity, m, than the value of the dielectricp

constant, ´. The results also indicate that the averagethe best fit between the theoretical and the ex-
velocity of the EOF can be doubled when the valueperimental results is only 2.34% larger than the
of the applied electric field, E , increases by 100%.experimentally measured value of z 5264.1 mV at xp

In Fig. 14, the average velocity of the EOF is plottedthe same electrolyte concentration of C 525.0 mM;`

versus m and ´ when the capillary column is packedthis result is also very gratifying if one considers that
with charged porous particles of diameter d 53.0the experimentally measured [36] value of z was pp

mm. The value of z is equal to 264.1 mV, z 5z ,with particles of 0.5 mm in diameter while the p w p

x 50.716, and two different values of E are ex-particles of the system in Fig. 12 have a diameter of x

amined; (a) E 560 kV/m, and (b) E 5120 kV/m.0.2 mm. Furthermore, the value of x 50.709 in Fig. x x

By comparing the results in Figs. 13 and 14 it can be12 compares very favorably with the value of x 5

observed that for a given set of values of m, ´, and0.716 obtained for the results presented in Fig. 11.
E , the magnitude of the average velocity of the EOFx

is essentially unaffected by the value of the particle
diameter, d ; this occurs because the values of the3.5. Simulations describing the velocity of the p

ratio R /l for the systems in Figs. 13 and 14 areEOF in packed capillaries for a wide range of ic

larger than 50 and the results of this work haveoperating conditions
shown that when R /l$50 the average velocity ofic

the EOF in the packed capillary column wouldIn Figs. 13–18 the results of model simulations
change insignificantly with particle diameter. In Fig.are presented for different CEC systems. The values
15, the average velocity of the EOF is plotted versusof the parameters are reported in the text of this
the zeta potential, z , at the surface of the particlessection and in the figures, the concentration, C , of p`

and the applied electric field per unit length, E ,the symmetric electrolyte is 25 mM, T5208C, the x

when the diameter, d , of the charged porous par-radius, R, of the capillary column is 50 mm, and the p

ticles packed in the capillary column is (a) 1.0 mm,length, L, is 8.5 cm; the bed porosity ´ is 0.35, andb

and (b) 3.0 mm; the mobile liquid phase is 80%the value of R is taken to be equal to (1 /3)r . Byic p

acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl (80:20, v /v),examining the equations of the mathematical model
24 2 2presented in this work, one can observe that the m 54.99310 Pa?s, ´547.8 esu /dyne per cm

210 2 2average velocity of the EOF increases when (i) the (4.2288310 C /N per m ), z 5z , and thew p

values of ´ and E increase, (ii) the values of m and value of the conductivity factor, x, is 0.716. Thex

z decrease (the value of z becomes more negative), results in Fig. 15 clearly indicate that both z and Ep p p x

and (iii) the value of z is more negative than the affect significantly the value of kv l and it canw xp,c w5p

value of z . In Fig. 13, the average velocity, be observed that the magnitude of the averagep

kv l , of the EOF in the capillary column velocity of the EOF increases as E increases and zxp,c w5p x p

packed with charged porous particles of diameter becomes more negative. Furthermore, by comparing
d 51.0 mm is plotted versus the viscosity, m, and the results in Fig. 15a,b one can observe that thep

the dielectric constant, ´, of the mobile liquid phase magnitude of kv l is virtually unaffected by thexp,c w5p

when (a) E 560 kV/m, and (b) E 5120 kV/m; the value of the particle diameter, d , because of thex x p

value of z is equal to 264.1 mV, the value of z is reason discussed above. Thus, the results in Figs.p w

equal to the value of z (z 5z ), and the magnitude 13–15 indicate that for a given operationally permis-p w p

of the conductivity factor, x, is equal to 0.716. The sible value of E , high values for the averagex

results in Fig. 13 indicate that the value of kv l velocity of the EOF can be obtained if (a) the zetaxp,c w5p

increases as m decreases and ´ and E increase, and potential, z , at the surface of the particles packed inx p

furthermore, the data show that while the magnitude the column has a large negative magnitude, (b) the
of kv l varies non-linearly as the values of m value of the viscosity, m, of the mobile liquid phasexp,c w5p

and ´ change, the value of the average velocity of is low, (c) the magnitude of the dielectric constant, ´,
the EOF depends more strongly on the magnitude of of the mobile liquid phase is reasonably large, and
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Fig. 13. Average velocity, kv l , of the EOF in a cylindrical capillary column of radius R550 mm packed with charged particles ofxp,c w5p

diameter d 51.0 mm for different values of the viscosity, m, and dielectric constant, ´, and for two different values of the applied electricp

potential difference per unit length, E . The concentration of the symmetric electrolyte is C 525 mM; z 5z 5264.1 mV; F(r5R)5z ;x ` w p w

and T5208C. (a) E 560 kV/m, and (b) E 5120 kV/m.x x

(d) the combination of the values of ´ and C v , of the EOF of the liquid phase is plotted versus` p,i

provide a thin double layer (Eq. (17)). the tortuosity factor, t, for different values of the
mean pore radius, R . The parameter R repre-pore pore

3.6. Estimates for the intraparticle velocity of the sents the value of the mean radius of the pores in the
EOF and intraparticle Peclet number charged porous particles and is determined from the

pore size distribution [8,11–14,37] of the pores in
In Fig. 16, the value of the intraparticle velocity, the particles (intraparticle pores). The tortuosity
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Fig. 14. Average velocity, kv l , of the EOF in a cylindrical capillary column of radius R550 mm packed with charged particles ofxp,c w5p

diameter d 53.0 mm for different values of the viscosity, m, and dielectric constant, ´, and for two different values of the applied electricp

potential difference per unit length, E . The concentration of the symmetric electrolyte is C 525 mM; z 5z 5264.1 mV; F(r5R)5z ;x ` w p w

and T5208C. (a) E 560 kV/m, and (b) E 5120 kV/m.x x

v 5 kv lx (39)factor represents the ratio of the length of the p,i x 1

tortuous pathway for mass transfer in the porous
particles to the straight length pathway and, thus, in where kv l represents the average velocity of thex

practice t is greater than one (t .1). The intraparti- EOF in a charged cylindrical pore (capillary) whose
cle velocity, v , is given by: radius R is taken to be equal to the mean pore radius,p,i
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Fig. 15. Average velocity, kv l , of the EOF in a cylindrical capillary column of radius R550 mm packed with charged particles forxp,c w5p

different values of the zeta potential, z , at the surface of the particles and of the applied electric potential difference per unit length, E , andp x

for two different values of the particle diameter, d . The liquid solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl (80:20, v /v); z 5z ;p w p

F(r5R)5z ; and T5208C. (a) d 51.0 mm, and (b) d 53.0 mm.w p p

R , of the intraparticle pores (R5R ), and x using the pore network theory of Meyers and Liapispore pore 1

denotes the conductivity factor which is given by the [12,13]. As a first approximation one may consider
ratio of the effective conductivity of the charged that the value of x could be estimated by the inverse1

of the tortuosity factor (1 /t). It is worth noting thatporous particle when its pores are filled with the
porous particles of practical significance are thoseelectrolyte solution to the conductivity when the
whose porous structures provide continuous conduct-porosity, ´ , of the particle approaches unity and thep

ing pathways for mass transfer [12,13,37]; in thispore volume that now approaches the particle vol-
work, porous particles are considered whose porousume is filled with the electrolyte solution. Accurate
structure has a pore size distribution and porevalues for the conductivity x in Eq. (39) could be1

connectivity that do not allow a percolation thresholddetermined, for a given CEC system of interest, by
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Fig. 16. Average intraparticle velocity, v , of the EOF in charged porous particles for different values of the tortuosity factor, t, and of thep,i

mean pore radius, R , determined from the pore size distribution of particles having different porous structures. The liquid solution is 80%pore

acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl (80:20, v /v); the zeta potential, z , at the wall (surface) of the pore of radius R is taken to be equal tow pore

the value of the zeta potential, z , at the surface of the particles, and F(r5R )5z 5z 5264.1 mV; pH 8.0; T5208C; and E 560 kV/m.p pore w p x

considered that F(r5R )5z (z 5264.1 mV.to occur [12,13,37] and, thus, there are continuous pore w p

The results in Fig. 16 clearly show that the value ofconducting pathways for mass transfer in the porous
the intraparticle velocity, v , is non-zero even whenstructure of the particles. The value of the average p,i

˚R 530 A and t 510; furthermore, as expected,velocity, kv l, of the EOF in the charged cylindrical porex

the value of the intraparticle velocity, v , increasespore of radius R is determined from Eq. (40): p,ipore
as R increases and t decreases. The findings inpore

Rpore2p Fig. 16 are very important because they indicate that
mass transfer in the pores of the charged porousE E v r dr dux particles employed in CEC could occur by intraparti-

0 0
]]]]]kv l 5 cle EOF since the magnitude of v is greater thanx 2 p,ipRpore zero. Liapis et al. [15], Heeter and Liapis [16,38],

Rpore and Xu and Liapis [18] have shown that (i) the
2 isoconcentration profiles of the adsorbate molecules]]5 E v r dr (40)2 xS D1 2R in spherical porous particles exhibit spherical sym-pore 0

metry when the value of the intraparticle velocity,
In Eq. (40) the local velocity, v , is determined from v , is equal to zero (purely diffusive particles), andx p,i

the numerical solution of Eqs. (15), (18), (20), (21), (ii) there is a departure from spherical symmetry of
(23), and (24) by replacing R by R . The zeta the isoconcentration profiles of the adsorbate mole-pore

potential, z , at the surface (wall) of the pores of the cules in spherical porous particles when the mag-w

charged porous particle was taken to be approximate- nitude of the intraparticle velocity, v , is greaterp,i

ly equal to the zeta potential, z , at the surface of the than zero (the isoconcentration profiles exhibit ap

particles and for the data shown in Fig. 16 it was spherical asymmetry when v .0). This sphericalp,i
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Fig. 17. Ratio of the effective pore diffusion coefficient, D , of the solute to ´ D for different values of the tortuosity factor, t, and of thep p mf

mean pore radius, R , determined from the pore size distribution of particles having different porous structures; ´ 50.49 andpore p
210 2D 51.006310 m /s.mf

asymmetry increases the adsorbate availability in the having lower capacities than the conventional porous
pore fluid and also increases the concentration of the particles, because the latter have larger internal
adsorbate in the adsorbed phase in the upstream half surface areas per unit volume of the particle than the
of the spherical porous adsorbent particles; as the gigaporous particles. Therefore, the results in Fig. 16
value of the intraparticle velocity, v , increases and indicate that CEC systems employing conventionalp,i

the adsorbate concentration minimum moves down- porous particles could provide fast intraparticle mass
stream, the overall adsorbate content of the spherical transfer rates because the intraparticle velocity of the
adsorbent particles increases and, thus, the dynamic EOF (the intraparticle convective flow due to EOF)
utilization of the adsorptive capacity of the column could be greater than zero, as well as high capacities.
increases [15,16,18,38]. The technique of confocal Furthermore, it appears that if the appropriate diam-
microscopy [39,40] and the direct measurement eter, d , for the charged porous particles is selectedp

method of Gustavsson et al. [41] could represent two for the packed bed, the mobile liquid phase could be
possible methods for the experimental detection of driven through the packed bed by the simultaneous
the intraparticle velocity, v , of the EOF. In HPLC application of pressure and electric potential differ-p,i

systems where the mobile liquid phase is driven by a ences across the length of the column (hybrid
pressure difference across the length of the packed system); such a hybrid operational strategy would
column, intraparticle convective flow could occur increase the velocity of the fluid in the interstitial
when perfusive or gigaporous [12–18,38,41–47] channels for bulk flow in the packed bed and would
particles are employed. The gigaporous particles also provide fast intraparticle mass transfer rates. It
provide faster intraparticle mass transfer rates than should be noted that the pore network theory of
the conventional porous particles at the expense of Meyers and Liapis [12,13] could be used to obtain
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Fig. 18. Intraparticle Peclet number, Pe , of the solute versus the mean pore radius, R , determined from the pore size distribution ofint rap pore

particles having different porous structures, for various values of the applied electric potential difference per unit length, E ; the diameter,x

d , of the particles is equal to 1.0 mm. The liquid solution is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl (80:20, v /v); the zeta potential, z , atp w

the wall (surface) of the pore of radius R is taken to be equal to the value of the zeta potential, z , at the surface of the particles, andpore p

F(r5R )5z 5z 5264.1 mV; pH 8.0; and T5208C.pore w p

(39) to obtain the values of v reported in Fig. 16.more accurate values for the intraparticle velocity, p,i

By comparing the values of kv l in Table 1, it can bev , of the EOF. xp,i

observed that the intraparticle velocity of the EOF isThe value of d that would correspond to a zeta
slightly higher when the value of d is kept constant;potential, z , value of –64.1 mV at the wall ofw

the differences become very small as the value of thecharged cylindrical capillaries whose radii are such
mean pore radius, R , increases and the ratiothat R /l$50 (R denotes the radius of the charged pore

2 R /l increases, for the reasons discussed abovecylindrical capillary), is equal to –7004.94 esu /cm . pore
˚(the largest difference is 16.92% when R 530 AThe mean pore radii considered in Fig. 16 provide pore

and the smallest difference is 3.33% when R 5values of R /l (R is replaced by the radius, R , porepore pore
˚100 A).of the pore) that vary between 2.02 and 6.72. In

In Fig. 17, the ratio of the effective pore diffusionTable 1, the values of the average velocity, kv l, arex

coefficient, D , of lysozyme to the product of thepresented for different values of the mean pore p

particle porosity, ´ , with the free molecular diffu-radius, R , when the value of d at the wall of the ppore

sion coefficient, D , of lysozyme is plotted versuspore is kept constant and equal to 27004.94 esu / mf
2 the tortuosity factor, t, for different values of thecm . Also in Table 1 the values of kv l when thex

mean pore radius, R . The effective pore diffusionvalue of z is kept constant and equal to 264.1 mV porew

coefficient, D , of lysozyme was estimatedare presented, for various values of the mean pore p

[12,13,47] from the expression:radius, R ; these values of kv l were used in Eq.pore x
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Table 1
Values of the average velocity, kv l (Eq. (40)), in cylindrical capillaries of varying mean pore radii, R , for the case where the value of thex pore

zeta potential, z , at the wall of the pores is kept constant and equal to 264.1 mV and for the case where the fixed charge density, d, at thep
2 awall of the pores is kept constant and equal to 27004.94 esu/cm

Mean pore R /l Case where z 5264.1 mV Case where d 527004.94pore p
2radius, for all values of R esu /cm for all values of Rpore pore

Rpore
˚(A) kv l kv lx x

(mm/s) (mm/s)

30 2.02 1.217 1.423
50 3.36 1.791 1.936
75 5.04 2.203 2.308
100 6.72 2.441 2.522

a ˚The mobile liquid phase is 80% acetonitrile–20% 25 mM Tris–HCl (80:20, v /v), pH 8.0, T5208C, l514.88 A, and E 560 kV/m.x

structure of the particles in their pore network
´ D bs dp mf theory, can determine in an a priori manner the value]]]D 5 (41)p t of the effective pore diffusion coefficient, D , of ap

solute of interest under unretained and under retainedwhere b represents the hindrance parameter that
conditions, and therefore, their theory can determineaccounts for hindered diffusion and steric effects
in an a priori manner the value of the ratio D /p[12,13,37,48–53]; b is a function of the effective
´ D . Their results [12,13] clearly show that themolecular radius, a , of the diffusing solute and of p mf1
value of the ratio D /´ D increases as the porethe pore size, R , and can usually be determined p p mfpore
connectivity of the porous structure of the particleswith reasonable accuracy [47,50]. The value of the
increases. The results in Fig. 17 and in the work ofporosity, ´ , of the particle was taken to be equal top
Meyers and Liapis [12,13] indicate that in order to0.49 [8], and the values of the effective molecular
obtain high values of the effective pore diffusionradius, a , and of the free molecular diffusion1
coefficient, D , the size of the pores in the porouscoefficient, D , of lysozyme were taken to be [12] pmf

210 2˚ particles employed in CEC (and in HPLC) should be21.4 A and 1.006310 m /s, respectively. The
such that steric hindrance at the entrance to the poresvalues of b obtained from the theoretical predictions
and frictional resistance within the pores are small,of Brenner and Gaydos [50] for the different values
and also the magnitude of the pore connectivity ofof R considered in Fig. 17, are as follows: b 5pore

23 22˚ the porous structure should be high so that it together5.245310 when R 530 A; b 55.241310pore
˚ ˚ with the appropriate pore size distribution couldwhen R 550 A; b 50.160 when R 575 A;pore pore

˚ decrease significantly the effects of hindered diffu-b 50.298 when R 5100 A. The results in Fig. 17pore
sion and the length of the tortuous diffusion path-clearly indicate that the value of the ratio D /´ Dp p mf
ways in the porous structure of the particles.increases as the size of the mean pore radius, R ,pore

In Fig. 18, the intraparticle Peclet number,increases and the value of the tortuosity factor, t,
Pe , for lysozyme is plotted versus the meandecreases. If the diffusion pathways are not tortuous int rap

pore radius, R , for different values of E and forand if there are no hindered diffusion and steric pore x

particles whose diameter, d , is equal to 1.0 mm. Theeffects, then the hypothetical maximum value of D pp
different values of E provide different values for thewould be equal to ´ D , and this would imply from xp mf
intraparticle velocity of the EOF. The intraparticleEq. (41) that the maximum value of the ratios
Peclet number, Pe , represents the ratio of theD /´ D and b /t (because D /´ D 5b /t from int rapp p mf p p mf
diffusional response time, t , to the convective (flow)Eq. (41)) would be equal to one. Meyers and Liapis d

response time, t , of a solute in a porous particle and,[12,13] by determining and employing the pore size c

thus,distribution and pore connectivity of the porous
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indicate that Pe is greater than one (t .t ) forint rap d ctd
]Pe 5 (42) all values of R and E considered. In CECint rap pore xtc systems it would be desirable to obtain, for a given

particle diameter, d , and an operationally acceptablepUnder unretained conditions, t is the time requiredd value of the effective pore diffusion coefficient, D ,pfor diffusional equilibration of the solute in the
high values for the intraparticle Peclet number,

porous medium with its surroundings and t is thec Pe , which means that it is desirable to operate atint raptime required to replace solute in the porous medium
conditions that generate high values of the intraparti-

by flow. If t .t then the intraparticle Peclet numberd c cle velocity, v , of the EOF. It has been shownp,iis greater than unity. The magnitude of t could bed [15,16,18,38], as discussed earlier, that as the in-
estimated from expression (43):

traparticle velocity, v , increases and the value ofp,i

Pe increases, the concentrations of the solute inint rap2 2r dp p the pore fluid and in the adsorbed phase increase in]] ]]t ( 5 (43)d 6D 24D the upstream half of the spherical porous adsorbentp p

particles, the adsorbate concentration minimum
while the magnitude of t could be estimated from moves downstream, the overall solute content of thec

Eq. (44): porous particles increases and, thus, the dynamic
utilization of the adsorptive capacity of the column
increases. Therefore, as the intraparticle velocity,r dp p

] ]]t ( 5 (44) v , of the EOF increases, the intraparticle massc p,iv 2vp,i p,i transfer resistance and the dispersive mass transfer
effects decrease and, thus, higher column efficiency

In Eq. (44), v represents the intraparticle velocityp,i and resolution are obtained, if the appropriate
and its value could be determined from Eq. (39). By

chemistry is employed in the mobile liquid phase and
combining Eqs. (42)–(44) the following expression

in the charged porous particles of the CEC system of
for Pe is obtained and used to provide theint rap interest.
results in Fig. 18:

d vp p,i 4. Conclusions]]Pe 5 (45)int rap 12Dp

A mathematical model has been constructed and
The results in Fig. 18 indicate that the value of solved to describe quantitatively the profiles of the
Pe increases as the magnitude of E increases electrostatic potential, pressure, and velocity of theint rap x

(higher values of E provide higher values for the electroosmotic flow (EOF) in charged cylindricalx

intraparticle velocity, v , of the EOF) and the value capillaries and in capillary columns packed withp,i

of the mean pore radius, R , decreases (lower charged particles. The results obtained from modelpore

values of R decrease the value of v and of the simulations have (i) provided significant physicalpore p,i

effective pore diffusion coefficient, D , but the insight and understanding with regard to the velocityp

decrease in the value of D is larger than the profile of the EOF in capillary columns packed withp

decrease in the value of v ). It is important to note porous charged particles which represent systemsp,i

that the value of the Pe is greater than one even employed in capillary electrochromatography (CEC),int rap
˚when E 530 kV/m and R 5125 A. In fact, the (ii) provided the physical explanation for the ex-x pore

˚values of Pe when R 5125 A are as follows perimental results which indicate that the averageint rap pore

for the different values of E : Pe 55.3 when velocity of the EOF in capillary columns packedx int rap

E 530 kV/m; Pe 510.6 when E 560 kV/m; with porous particles is a very weak function (it isx int rap x

Pe 515.9 when E 590 kV/m; Pe 521.3 almost independent) of the diameter of the particles,int rap x int rap

when E 5120 kV/m. Thus, the results in Fig. 18 and (iii) indicated that the intraparticle velocity, v ,x p,i
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of the EOF can be greater than zero, because the The agreement between theory and experiment was
magnitudes of the radii of the pores of the porous found to be good.
particles make the value of the ratio R /l (R ispore pore

the pore radius and l is the characteristic length of
the double layer) to be such that the average velocity
of the EOF in a significant fraction of the pores in 5. Nomenclature
the particles could be greater than zero; thus, if the

3appropriate chemistry is employed in the mobile C concentration of positive ions (mol /m )1
3liquid phase and in the charged porous particles, the C concentration of negative ions (mol /m )2

occurrence of intraparticle EOF could significantly C concentration of positive ions in the1`
3reduce the mass transfer resistance in the porous electroneutral core (mol /m )

particles. It was found that for an operationally C concentration of negative ions in the2`
3acceptable value of the effective pore diffusion electroneutral core (mol /m )

coefficient, D , of a solute, high values for the C concentration of positive or negativep `

intraparticle Peclet number, Pe , could be ob- ions in the electroneutral core for aint rap
3tained as higher values of E and R generate symmetric electrolyte (mol /m )x pore

intraparticle velocities of increasing magnitude. It CEC capillary electrochromatography
has been shown [15,16,18,38] that as the value of D free molecular diffusion coefficient ofmf

2Pe increases, the concentration of the solute in solute (m /s)int rap

the pore fluid and in the adsorbed phase increase in D effective pore diffusion coefficient ofp
2the upstream half of the spherical porous adsorbent solute in the porous particle (m /s)

particles, the adsorbate concentration minimum d particle diameter (d 52r ) (m)p p p

moves downstream, the overall solute content of the E applied electric potential difference perx

porous particles increases and, thus, the dynamic unit length along the axial direction (kV/
utilization of the adsorptive capacity of the column m)

219increases. Furthermore, the results from model simu- e charge on electron (1.60199 3 10 C)
lations indicated that for a given operationally per- EOF electroosmotic flow
missible value of the applied electric potential differ- F net drag force acting on an annulardrag

ence per unit length, E , high values for the average element (N)x

velocity of the EOF can be obtained if (a) the zeta F net viscous force acting on an annularvis

potential, z , at the surface of the particles packed in element (N)p

the column has a large negative magnitude, (b) the I zero order modified Bessel function of0

value of the viscosity, m, of the mobile liquid phase the first kind
2is low, (c) the magnitude of the dielectric constant, ´, i axial current density (C/m per s)x

223of the mobile liquid phase is reasonably large, and k Boltzmann constant (1.38048 3 10 J /
(d) the combination of the values of the concen- molecule per K)
tration, C , of the electrolyte and of the dielectric L length of cylindrical capillary (m)`

23constant, ´, provide a thin double layer. N Avogadro’s number (6.023310o
21The theoretical results for the velocity of the EOF mol )

obtained from the solution of the model presented in n connectivity of the interstitial channelsT,ic

this work were compared with the experimental of bulk flow
values of the velocity of the EOF obtained from a n connectivity of the pores in the chargedT,p

fused-silica column packed with charged porous porous particles
2silica C particles. Systems with four different P pressure (N/m )8

particle diameters and three different concentrations P pressure at the centerline of the cylindri-0
2of the electrolyte were considered, and the mag- cal capillary (N/m )

nitude of the applied electric field was varied widely. Pe intraparticle Peclet number defined inint rap
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Eq. (42) (see also Eq. (45)), dimension- x axial coordinate in cylindrical capillary
less (m)

R radius of the cylindrical capillary (m) z charge number of positive ions1

R radius of the interstitial channels of bulk z charge number of negative ionsic 2

flow in a capillary column packed with z charge number of ions in symmetric
charged particles (m) electrolyte (z 5 z 5 2 z )1 2

R mean pore radius determined from thepore

pore size distribution of the pores in the Greek letters
porous structure of the charged porous a effective molecular radius of solute (m)1

particle (m) b hindrance parameter that accounts for
r radial coordinate in a cylindrical capil- steric effects and hindered diffusion,

lary, or pore, or interstitial channel of dimensionless
bulk flow (m) G(x) applied electric potential (Eq. (6)) (V)

r particle radius (r 5d /2) (m) g dimensionless packing parameter (Eq.p p p

T temperature (K) (28))
t convective (intraparticle electroosmotic d fixed charge density on the wall of ac

flow) response time (s) charged cylindrical capillary or pore (C/
2t diffusional response time (s) m )d

v velocity vector (m/s) ´ dielectric constant of the liquid solution
2 2v intraparticle velocity of the electro- (C /N per m )p,i

osmotic flow (Eq. (39)) (m/s) ´ bed porosity in the capillary columnb

v radial velocity component (m/s) (dimensionless)r

v local axial velocity in a cylindrical capil- ´ porosity of the charged porous particlex p

lary or pore (m/s) (dimensionless)
kv l average axial velocity in a cylindrical z zeta potential at the particle surface (V)x p

capillary or pore (m/s) z zeta potential at the capillary wall or atw

v maximum value of v in a cylindrical the surface (wall) of a pore (V)x,max x

capillary when the value of R /l permits u angular coordinate in cylindrical capil-
a plug-flow profile to occur (m/s) lary (radians)

v velocity in a cylindrical capillary packed k dimensionless packing parameter definedxp,c,w5p

with charged particles when z 5z (m/ in Eq. (31)w p

s) l Debye length parameter (Eq. (17)) (m)
kv l average velocity in a cylindrical capil- m viscosity of liquid solution (kg/m per s)xp,c w5p

3lary packed with charged particles when r density of liquid solution (kg/m )
z 5 z (m/s) r liquid solution space charge density (C/w p cd

3v velocity in a cylindrical capillary packed m )xp,c,w±p

with charged particles when z ±z (m/ t tortuosity factor (dimensionless)w p

s) F electrostatic part of C (Eq. (6)) (V)
kv l average velocity in a cylindrical capil- F ezF /kTxp,c w±p 1

lary packed with charged particles when F value of F at the centerline of the1,0 1

z ± z (m/s) cylindrical capillaryw p

v velocity in a cylindrical capillary packed F value of F at the capillary wall (V)xp,un w

with uncharged (neutral) particles (m/s) x conductivity factor defined below Eq.
kv l average velocity in a cylindrical capil- (35) (dimensionless)xp,un

lary packed with uncharged (neutral) x conductivity factor defined below Eq.1

particles (m/s) (39) (dimensionless)
v angular velocity component (m/s) C total electrical potential (Eq. (6)) (V)u
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